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Our story is one of ethics, integrity and respect. It began in 2002, when 
we learned about the qualities of alpaca wool during a backpacking trip to 
Peru. Struck by its softness and durability, we set about blending elegant, 
pared-back aesthetics with centuries-old Peruvian weaving traditions, 
forging strong relationships with artisans, community projects and mills. 
A year later ELVANG was born, becoming the first company to introduce 
throws made of alpaca wool to Scandinavia.
 
Today, our collections are sold in numerous countries worldwide, but 
our social and environmental commitment remains unchanged. Making 
responsible choices lies at the heart of everything we do, from securing 
better pay for alpaca shepherds and employee benefits for weavers to 
reducing transport emissions, recycling packaging and repurposing 
fibres. This has led to the highest possible level of recognition within the 
World Fair Trade Organization (WFTO) as a Guaranteed Member and 
participation in the UN Global Compact Initiative, ensuring that our supply 
chains and business model put people, the planet and animals first.

Tina & Lasse Elvang

We create responsibly produced 
textiles which combine timeless 
Nordic design with exquisite 
craftsmanship.
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The Throw and Cushion 
Collections

ELVANG’s throw and cushion collections embody 
the epitome of warmth, elegance and responsible 
craftmanship
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Horizon throws & cushions
Recycled alpaca wool & sheep wool

Throws: 130 x 200 cm/51 x 79 inches. Weight app. 560 g
Cushions: 50 x 50 cm/20 x 20 inches & 40 x 60 cm/16 x 24 inches

Where sea and sky meet. Gradually changing from light to dark in subtle ways, our Horizon collection adds 
a cosy, natural and beautiful element to the interior. It is a true testimony to a weaver’s talent. The Horizon 

collection consists of both throws and cushions in a range of colours.

70003-yellow ocher

90003-yellow ocher

96003-yellow ocher

70003-plum

90003-plum

96003-plum

70003-brown

90003-brown

96003-brown

70003-camel

90003-camel

70003-terracotta

90003-terracotta

96003-terracotta

96003-camel

The Throw and Cushion Collections

70003-rusty red

90003-rusty red

96003-rusty red

NEW

Part of our

RECYCLED
COLLECTION
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70003-midnight blue

90003-midnight blue

96003-midnight blue

70003-botanic green 

90003-botanic green 

96003-botanic green 

70003-evergreen

90003-evergreen

96003-evergreen

70003-dark blue

96003-dark blue

90003-dark blue

70003-grey

90003-grey

96003-grey

The Throw and Cushion Collections

70003-bottle green

90003-bottle green

96003-bottle green

Part of our

RECYCLED
COLLECTION
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70012-grey70012-mocca70012-light yellow

Tweed throws 
Recycled alpaca wool & sheep wool

Size: 130x200 cm / 51x79 inches. Weight: app. 560 g

Our Tweed throw is a testament to natural materials meeting pure craftmanship and classic design. 
The calm pattern with its fine lines is complemented with long and multi-coloured beautiful fringes. 

Tweed will add that cosy warm feeling of hygge and relaxation to any sofa or chair, 
while adding a touch of elegancy to the setting.

The Throw and Cushion Collections

Tartan throws  
Recycled alpaca wool & sheep wool

Size: 130x190 cm / 51x75 inches. Weight: app. 800 g

Our Tartan throw is characterized by its chunky look and hand feel. The design is inspired 
by the characteristic tartan pattern of criss-crossed horizontal and vertical 

bands with extra-long fringes. 

70013-brown70013-ivory

Part of our

RECYCLED
COLLECTION
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Stripes throws & cushions
Recycled alpaca wool & sheep wool

Size: 130x200 cm / 51x79 inches. Weight: app. 560 g
Cushions: 40 x 60 cm/16 x 24 inches.

The Stripes throw and cushion collection is uncomplicated and dynamic with a classic touch. The fine 
ongoing lines finalized with decorative fringes makes Stripes a timeless and homely companion. 

70011-green

90004-green

90004-mirage blue

70011-mirage blue

70011-camel

90004-camel90004-light yellow

70011-light yellow

90004-grey

70011-grey

The Throw and Cushion Collections

Part of our

RECYCLED
COLLECTION
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60014-green 60014-dark blue

60014-nude 60014-rusty red 60014-yellow ocher

Skyfall throws
100% baby alpaca wool

Size: 130x190 cm / 51x75 inches. Weight: app. 600 g

Skyfall is simply an abundance of luxury. The throw radiates an exclusive look married with an extraordinary 
softness. The five gorgeous traditional colours and the fine and thin fringes in beautiful contrast 

colours make Skyfall a welcoming companion in any setting. 

The Throw and Cushion Collections
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90001-beige

96001-beige

90001-mocca

96001-mocca

90001-coffee

96001-coffee

Classic throws & cushions
Recycled alpaca wool & sheep wool

Throws: 130 x 200 cm/51 x 79 inches. Weight app. 560 g
Cushions: 50 x 50 cm/20 x 20 inches & 40 x 60 cm/16 x 24 inches

 The Classic collection is beautiful simplicity in a range of classic colours that never go out of style. 
An uncomplicated and minimalistic design – a true classic in every home.

70001-beige 70001-mocca

70001-coffee

70001-light grey

90001-light grey

96001-light grey

90001-grey

96001-grey

70001-grey

The Throw and Cushion Collections

96001-camel

70001-camel

90001-camel

Part of our

RECYCLED
COLLECTION
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70001-yellow ocher

90001-yellow ocher

96001-yellow ocher

90001-terracotta

96001-terracotta

70001-terracotta 70001-midnight blue

90001-midnight blue

96001-midnight blue

90001-grey blue

96001-grey blue

70001-grey blue

90001-dark blue

96001-dark blue

70001-dark blue

96001-lagoon

70001-lagoon

 90001-lagoon

96001-light green

70001-light green

 90001-light green

70001-botanic green

90001-botanic green

96001-botanic green 96001-evergreen

70001-evergreen

90001-evergreen

96001-mirage blue

70001-mirage blue

 90001-mirage blue

90001-bottle green

96001-bottle green

70001-bottle green

NEW

The Throw and Cushion Collections

Part of our

RECYCLED
COLLECTION

90001-dark grey

96001-dark grey

70001-dark grey

Part of our

RECYCLED
COLLECTION
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96001-plum

90001-plum

70001-plum

96001-nude

90001-nude

70001-nude

90001-red

96001-red

70001-red 70001-bordeaux

90001-bordeaux

96001-bordeaux

The Throw and Cushion Collections

90001-rusty red

96001-rusty red

70001-rusty red

Part of our

RECYCLED
COLLECTION
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Part of our

RECYCLED
COLLECTION

Manhattan throws & cushions
Recycled alpaca wool & sheep wool

 Throws: 130 x 200 cm/51 x 79 inches. Weight app. 560 g
Cushions: 50 x 50 cm/20 x 20 inches & 40 x 60 cm/16 x 24 inches

The Manhattan collection is inspired by the way the straight streets and right angles 
create square blocks in New York’s borough of Manhattan. Lines crisscross and create contrast 

and vibrancy. The design creates a balance between the classic, timeless and forward-thinking modernism.

70002-evergreen/
botanic green

96002-evergreen/
botanic green

90002-evergreen/
botanic green

70002-beige

70002-bottle green

90002-beige

90002-bottle green

96002-beige

96002-bottle green

NEW

Throws and cushionsThe Throw and Cushion Collections

70002-natural

90002-natural

96002-natural
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70002-terracotta/
red magma 

90002-terracotta/
red magma 

70002-bordeaux/red

96002-bordeaux/red

90002-bordeaux/red

70002-dark blue/
asphalt

96002-dark blue
/asphalt

90002-dark blue/
asphalt

96002-terracotta/
red magma 

90002-yellow ocher/
smoked glass 

70002-yellow ocher/
smoked glass 

96002-yellow ocher/
smoked glass 

The Throw and Cushion Collections

70002-grey

90002-grey

96002-grey

90002-steel blue/
dusty ocean

96002-steel blue/
dusty ocean

70002-steel blue/
dusty ocean

Part of our

RECYCLED
COLLECTION
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Luxury throws
100% baby alpaca wool 

130 x 200 cm/51 x 79 inches. Weight app. 600 g

The Luxury collection is made of 100% baby alpaca wool. The name is inspired by the feeling of luxury
 that you experience, when the amazingly soft baby alpaca wool caresses your skin. 

60001-beige

60001-coffee

60001-camel

60001-cobolt blue

60001-light grey

60001-pink

60001-grey

60001-orange

60001-dark grey

60001-latte60001-off white

NEW

The Throw and Cushion Collections
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The Throw and Cushion Collections

Blocks throws
100% baby alpaca

130x190 cm/ 51x75 inches. Weight app. 740 g

The Blocks throw is understated, asymmetrical and with an elegant and graceful expression. Blocks comes
in all natural colours gving it a natural look. Blocks is woven from 100% pure baby alpaca wool. 

60007-beige /brown60007-camel /grey
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Basket throws
Recycled alpaca wool & sheep wool

130 x 200 cm/51 x 79 inches. Weight app. 970 g

The Basket collection is inspired by a beautifully woven basket characterized by its vivid structure.
A chunky throw with an elegant and timeless expression.

70007-off White

70007-light grey

70007-nude

70007-orion blue

70007-camel

70007-lagoon

70007-beige

The Throw and Cushion Collections

Part of our

RECYCLED
COLLECTION
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Venice throws
74% superfine alpaca wool, 26% sheep wool

130 x 190 cm/51 x 75 inches. Weight app. 675 g

 Venice is a wonderfully light, soft and airy throw with delicate eyelash fringes. The throw is double-faced 
and the douche colour palet and the sumptuous textures make this beauty an essential home accessory.

60004-white/latte

60004-white/grey blue 60004-white/grey60004-white/yellow ocher

60004-white/nude 60004-white/rusty red

The Throw and Cushion Collections
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Superior throws
100% baby alpaca wool 

130 x 200 cm/51 x 79 inches. Weight app. 600 g

Our Superior throws are made of the finest baby alpaca wool. In this collection natural pureness and design 
come together in a calm and classic expression. The softness is extraordinary.

60003-beige/white 60003-light grey/white 60003-dark grey/white

Whisper throws

100% baby alpaca wool

130 x 200 cm/51 x 79 inches. Weight app. 600 g

Whisper is immensely soft, warm and beautiful. It has an elegant yet classic expression.
The mélange squares add an extra element, which makes Whisper recognizable, modern and timeless.

60002-beige/white 60002-black/cream60002-flint grey/cream 

The Throw and Cushion Collections
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Sailor throws
100% superfine alpaca wool

130 x 180 cm/51 x 71 inches. Weight app. 700 g

Our Sailor throw collection with its maritime inspiration has an exciting pattern that assembles
 sailor knots and waves. Sailor offers ample softness and comfort.

60012-brown

Cable throws
50% alpaca wool, 50% sheep wool

130 x 180 cm/51 x 71 inches. Weight app. 1000 g

Our Cabel throw collection has a wonderful structure that looks like twisted rope. It comes with 
a two-coloured knitted look and features a beautiful rib stich. Cabel is masculine and cosy 

like a sweater perfect to snuggle up in.

60013-brown/black 60013-grey/black

The Throw and Cushion Collections

60012-grey

Raindrops throws
100%   baby alpaca wool 

130 x 180 cm/51 x 71 inches. Weight app. 700 g

The Raindrops collection is knitted in the purest   baby alpaca wool. The design is made 
out of love for thoughtful poetry, feminine elegance and the wonderful feeling of raindrops

 touching your cheek on a warm summer day.

60011-ivory 60011-grey 60011-royal blue
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Inca Stones throws
Recycled alpaca wool & sheep wool

130 x 200 cm/51 x 79 inches. Weight app. 560 g

The Inca Stones throws are inspired by the famous Inca buildings and their zigzag architectural heritage. 
The pattern resembles a stone mosaic and consists of tone-on-tone colours, which translate into 

an amazing and surprising pattern.

70004-grey

70004-red70004-yellow

70004-brown

The Throw and Cushion Collections

Part of our

RECYCLED
COLLECTION
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Intersection throws & cushions
Recycled alpaca wool & sheep wool

Throws: 130 x 190 cm/ 51 x 75 inches. Weight app. 550 g
Cushions: 30 x 50 cm/ 12 x 20 inches

Our Intersection throw and cushion collection is inspired by the busy meeting of people, their lives
 and the surroundings. In subtle colours and with a sophisticated accent that intervene beautifully,

 the Intersection collection has a graphic minimalist expression.

Part of our

RECYCLED
COLLECTION

70005-camel/white/grey

70005-green/white/grey

91001-camel/white/grey

91001-green/white/grey

70005-rusty red/white/grey

91001-rusty red/white/grey

70005-ocean blue/white/grey

91001- ocean blue/white/grey
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Fishbone throws
Recycled alpaca wool & sheep wool

130x190 cm/ 51x75 inches. Weight app. 830 g

Our Fishbone throw is jacquard woven in recycled alpaca wool and the three beautiful colours enhance the 
trendy diagonal pattern. The sophisticated and elegant structure combined with the beautiful eyelash fringes 

creates a graphic throw that will embellish your living space.

70009-yellow ocher 70009-rusty red

Scotch throws
Recycled alpaca wool & sheep wool

130x190 cm/ 51x75 inches. Weight app. 560 g

Our Scotch throw is as the name indicates a celebration to the beautiful and traditional Scottish pattern. 
A symmetric and timeless design rooted back to ancient history in colours that fit a classic 

and elegant interior decoration.

70010-blue 70010-grey 70010-green

The Throw and Cushion Collections

Vulcanic throws
89% superfine alpaca wool, 11% nylon

130 x 190 cm/51 x 75 inches. Weight app. 640 g

A volcano is one of nature’s most fascinating phenomenon – bombastic and warm. And our Vulcanic throws 
are just that: bombastic and warm. They are woven from an amazing yarn called bouclé, 

which offers the throw an unique form and texture.

60005-chocolate/White60005-rusty red/nude 60005-dark grey/light grey

Part of our

RECYCLED
COLLECTION
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Lines throws
100% baby alpaca wool

130x190 cm/ 51x75 inches. Weight: app. 600 g

Our Lines throw collection radiates classic
elegance. The design really comes to life, when beautifully draped over a furniture.

60006-nude 60006-rusty red 60006-blue

The Throw and Cushion Collections

Check throws
100% baby alpaca wool

130 x 190 cm/51 x 75 inches. Weight app. 600 g

Check is woven from the softest of the soft baby alpaca wool and has a classic expression with horizontal and 
vertical lines. The throw comes in traditional colours like grey, blue and green and surprises with the fine 
and thin lines in gorgeous contrast colours. Check creates a cosy and harmonic atmosphere for the quiet 

moments. The softness is extraordinary.

60008-blue/rusty red60008-green/light green60008-camel/light grey

Herringbone throws
100% baby alpaca wool

130 x 190 cm/51 x 75 inches. Weight app. 500 g

Our Herringbone throws are made from the amazingly soft baby alpaca wool with a distinguished and 
traditional herringbone pattern. A classic silky soft throw with a decorativeand exquisite expression finished 

with beautiful and calm eyelash endings. 

60009-chocolate/beige 60009-dark blue/grey
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50010-brown50010-bottle green

50010-grey50010-beige50010-ivory

Lavender throws
80% organic cotton and 20% linen

Throws: 130x180 cm / 51x71 inches. Weight: app. 650 g

The Lavender collection is beautiful simplicity. The mix of cotton and linen fibres creates a design, which 
appear understated and gentle yet stylish and elegant. Lavender is perfect for both inside and outside use.

Part of our

ORGANIC
COLLECTION
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50005-light grey

50005-brown

95005-light grey

95005-brown95005-crown blue50005-crown blue

50005-rose 95005-rose95005-light plum50005-light plum

95005-bottle green50005-bottle green

Dahlia throws & cushions
80% organic cotton and 20% linen 

Throws: 130x180 cm / 51x71 inches. Weight: app. 650 g
Cushions: 50x50 cm / 20x20 inches. Weight: app. 160 g

Our Dahlia collection is woven in the wonderful organic cotton and linen. 
The collection is beautifully crafted and with the combination of linen 

the throws and cushions exudes a touch of rawness and offers an amazing structure. 

The Throw and Cushion Collections

Part of our

ORGANIC
COLLECTION
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50006-rose

95006-rose

50006-brown

95006-brown

95006-blue nights

50006-blue nights

50006-bottle green

95006-bottle green

95006-light grey

50006-light grey

50006-light plum

95006-light plum

Daisy throws & cushions
80% organic cotton and 20% linen

Throws: 130x180 cm / 51x71 inches. Weight: app. 650 g
Cushions: 30x50 cm / 12x20 inches. Weight: app. 160 g

Our Daisy collection of throws and cushions is naturally smooth and has a soft and aesthetic appeal and will 
add a mild and cosy feel to your home. The design is calm and understated - yet the short eye lash fringes with 

one colour represented on each side add a distinguished touch.

95006-camel

50006-camel

The Throw and Cushion Collections

Part of our

ORGANIC
COLLECTION
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Iris throws & cushions 
100% organic cotton

Throws: 130x215 cm/ 51x85 inches.  Weight: app. 810 g
Cushions: 50x50 cm/20x20 inches. Weight: app. 200 g

Our Iris throw and cushion collection is produced in the wonderful soft and luxurious organic cotton. Iris is a 
decorate element with beautiful eyelash fringes on both throw and  cushion - comfortable in any setting due 

to the soft cotton and the dynamic pattern. The cheerful colours make this collection perfect for the cosy 
moments spend on the sunny terrace and in the garden and add that special summerly feeling.

95003-beige/grey 50003-beige/grey95003-blue/rusty red 50003-blue/rusty red

95003-yellow/green 50003-yellow/green

Part of our

ORGANIC
COLLECTION

The Throw and Cushion Collections
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Thyme throws & cushions    
100% organic cotton

Throws: 130x180 cm/ 51x71 inches. Weight app. 970 g
Cushions: 50x50 cm/20x20 inches. Weight: app. 240 g

Made of the wonderful soft organic cotton our Thyme throw and cushion collection is  versatile and practical 
for all seasons. Thyme is beautifully combined with other textures, colours and pattern in our alpaca 

collections. Thyme is a fine piece of craftmanship and with a design that from a distance appears uniform, 
but when looking closer the flowing expression comes to life. The throw has beautiful eyelash fringes on 

all four sides and the cushion an envelope closure on the back. Use this soft and sumptuous collection 
both indoors and outdoors.

50002-rusty red50002-yellow

50002-rose

95002-yellow

95002-rose

95002-rusty red

50002-beige 95002-beige

50002-grey 95002-grey

50002-blue50002-green 95002-green 95002-blue

Part of our

ORGANIC
COLLECTION

The Throw and Cushion Collections
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The Throws and Cushions Collection

50001-beige 95001-beige

95001-grey50001-grey

50001-green 95001-green 95001-blue50001-blue

95001-yellow50001-yellow

50001-rusty red 95001-rusty red

Lyme grass throws & cushions
100% organic cotton

Throws: 130x180 cm/51x71 inches. Weight: app . 870 g
Cushions:  50x50 cm/20x20 inches. Weight: app. 200 g

Lyme grass is a relaxed yet stylish collection of throws and cushions made of soft delicate organic  cotton. 
The graphic pattern with the bright stripes along the length and the fresh colours will make Lyme grass 
an essential companion, when winter turns into spring and life is lived in the garden and on the balcony. 

Lyme grass throw is artfully finished with eyelash fringes. 

50001-rose 95001-rose

Part of our

RECYCLED
COLLECTION
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The Scarf Collections

ELVANG’s scarf collections stand as a testament 
to timeless style and responsible craftsmanship, 
catering to both women and men.
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Prague scarves

100%  superfine alpaca wool
70 x 200 cm/28 x 79 inches. Weight app. 430 g

Prague is a understated and amazing scarf. The design is inspired by the city of Prague with its distinguished 
ornamental characteristics of Art Nouveau. The pattern is understated, asymmetrical, elegant and with 

a graceful expression. It comes in two colour combinations both with a natural look.

40007-camel/light grey40007-beige/dark grey

The Scarf Collections
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Reykjavik scarves

100% baby alpaca wool
70x200 cm / 28x79 inches. Weight: app. 335 g

Reykjavik is a true classic suitable for both men and women. The scarf is woven in the soft and warm baby 
alpaca wool and is a must-have to any wardrobe. Reykjavik is the ideal companion when it’s cold outside and 

for the chill summer evenings draped over your shoulders. Stylish and minimalistic
 with short eyelash fringes.

40020-coffee

40020-ivory

40020-indigo blue

40020-camel40020-grey

The Scarf Collections
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Amsterdam scarves
100% baby alpaca wool

50x196 cm / 20x77 inches. Weight: app. 225 g

Amsterdam is woven in 100% soft baby alpaca wool and is warm and breathable. The amazing weaving 
technique makes the scarf artful and elegant, and the beautiful intervening of the playful stripes elevates the 

classic design expression.  Amsterdam is finished with fine light fringes in the colours of the scarf.

40021-camel 40021-dark blue40021-grey

Lisbon scarves

70% baby alpaca wool, 30% silk
135x135 cm / 51x51 inches. Weight app. 120 g

Lisbon is a stylish and feminine scarf with a classic twist. The fine and light scarf is artfully woven in an 
amazing blend of the softest baby alpaca wool and breathable comfortable silk. The beautiful classic 

pattern with the long decorative lines is both timeless and irresistible. Lisbon comes in 3 gorgeous colour 
combinations and is complemented by delicate eyelash fringes. Lisbon is a must see and 

an essential accessory year-round.

40022-camel40022-grey40022-ivory

The Scarf Collections
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40019-burgundy

40019-beige

40019-grey

40019-rose

40019-navy

Helsinki scarves
100% baby alpaca wool

30x180 cm / 12x71 inches. Weight app. 160 g

Helsinki is an elegant plain unisex scarf artfully woven in the wonderful soft baby alpaca wool. The scarf has 
a timeless and understated design expression and the ten gorgeous colours go with everything in 

your wardrobe. Helsinki is complemented with long delicate fringes and offers comfort and warmth. 
A classic that never goes out of style. 

 40019-camel

40019-yellow

40019-black

40019-forrest green

40019-ivory

The Scarf Collections
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Edinburgh scarves

70% baby alpaca, 7% wool, 23% nylon
50 x 180 cm/20 x 71 inches. Weight app. 350 g

The Edinburgh scarf is amazing, soft and very chunky. The herringbone pattern is striking in combination 
with the short eyelash fringes, and the featuring edges. The scarf is perfect for those chilly winter 

months and comes in five beautiful colours.

40006-camel/beige

40006-grey/light grey

40006-nude/chocolate40006-army/light green

40006-ocean blue/navy

The Scarf Collections
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The Scarf Collections

Tokyo scarves

100% baby alpaca wool
30 x 180 cm/12 x 71 inches. Weight app. 125 g
50 x 180 cm/20 x 71 inches. Weight app. 165 g

Tokyo is a soft rib knit scarf in the wonderful baby alpaca wool. A classic scarf in contemporary natural 
colours designed for both men and women. Tokyo comes in two sizes and is ideal for keeping 

you comfortable and toasty.

40008-white
Size: 30x180 cm / 12x71 inches

40009-white 
Size: 50x180 cm / 20x71 inches

40008-latte 
Size: 30x180 cm / 12x71 inches 

40009-latte 
Size: 50x180 cm / 20x71 inches

40008-grey
Size: 30x180 cm / 12x71 inches

40009-grey 
Size: 50x180 cm / 20x71 inches
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London scarves

100% baby alpaca wool
30 x 160 cm/ 12 x 63 inches. Weight app. 130 g

London is a fine and delicate scarf for both men and women. The design is tartan  patterned and inspired by 
the vibrant, highly energized feel of the city. Creativity is sparkled  by walking the streets of London and thus 

infused with an unsuspected touch of colour in an otherwise classic scarf. The scarf comes in 
three beautiful colour combinations.

40011-grey/black/beige40011-grey/blue/rusty red40011-beige/lagoon/chocolate

Bergen scarves

100% baby alpaca wool
30 x 160 cm/ 12 x 63 inches. Weight app. 130 g

Bergen is a thin, delicate gentlemen scarf. It is woven in baby alpaca wool and the design 
is simple, understated and straightforward. It has a calm and elegant expression and comes 

in three colour combinations.

40012-grey/black40012-blue/rusty red40012-rusty red/curry

The Scarf Collections
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 Traveller scarves
100% baby alpaca wool

70 x 200 cm/28 x 79 inches. Weight app. 200 g

The Traveller scarf is light, airy and elegant. It is classic and timeless and a perfect element 
to complete the look. The scarf is double woven in the most wonderful soft baby alpaca wool

 with a very delicate structure.

 40013-navy/grey

40013-light grey/ivory 40013-beige/ivory

40013-army/ivory

40013-nude/ivory

40013-dark grey/black

The Scarf Collections
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His & Her scarves
100% baby alpaca wool

30 x 200 cm/ 12 x 79 inches. Weight app. 180 g

The His & Her scarf collection is double woven in the luxurious baby alpaca wool.  One colour on one side and 
a subtle contrast on the other add a delicate and refreshing touch to this very classic scarf. 

A must have for both women and men.

40010-army/dusty green

40010-rusty red/light grey

40010-beige/off White

40010-black/grey40010-navy/grey

40010-nude/grey

The Scarf Collections
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Milan scarves
70% baby alpaca wool, 30% silk

120 x 120 cm/47 x 47 inches. Weight app. 90 g

 Feminine and with a light feel texture, this delicate scarf woven in a wonderful mix of baby alpaca wool and 
silk is absolutely magnificent. The design is inspired by the detailed architecture of the churches, buildings 

and monuments of Milan. The scarf comes in three beautiful colours completed with fine eyelash fringes.

40003-light grey 40003-black 40003-blue

 Copenhagen scarves
Recycled alpaca wool & sheep wool

70 x 200 cm/ 28 x 79 inches. Weight app. 295 g

The Copenhagen scarf is designed in a classic checked pattern that leads your thoughts to the well-known 
Scottish checks. The full extent of the design will come to life, when it is slung over your shoulder.

40015-green 40015-curry 40015-rusty red

The Scarf Collections

Part of our

RECYCLED
COLLECTION
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The Bed and Bath 
Collections

ELVANG’s bed and bath collections redefines luxury in 
every thread, offering an exquisite blend of comfort and 
conscientiousness.
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Daisy bed covers
80% organic cotton and 20% linen

Size: 240x220 cm / 94x87 inches. Weight: app. 1000 g

Our Daisy bed cover collection is naturally smooth and has a soft and aesthetic appeal and will add a mild and 
cosy feel to your bedroom. The design is calm and understated - yet the short eyelash fringes with 

one colour represented on each side add a distinguished touch. 

50300-camel 50300-light grey

Part of our

ORGANIC
COLLECTION

Bellis cushions
80% organic cotton and 20% linen

Our Bellis cushion collection is a fresh and stylish range of cushions made of soft organic cotton and linen. 
The collection consists of cushions in three sizes, which used together will make an almost hotel like elegant 

set-up in any bed or sofa setting. The crispy ivory colour married with the calmness of the basic-coloured 
stripes makes Bellis a wonderful center of attention.

95007-ivory 
Size: 50x50 cm / 20x20 inches

95009-ivory
Size: 30x50 cm / 12x20 inches

95008-ivory
Size: 40x60 cm / 16x24 inches

The Bed and Bath Collections
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Star bed linen 
70% organic cotton and 30% linen

Our STAR bed linen in organic cotton and linen is produced in Portugal. The duvet cover has a functional 
zipper closure and the pillow case an envelope closure with a beautiful small hem. The combination of cotton 

and linen makes the bed linen more environmentally friendly, durable and breathable. The prewashed 
garment offers a perfect fit and a soft, casual look – no need to iron. It will keep you snug

in winter and cool during the summer.

50100 light grey  40x80 16x32
50101 light grey  50x60 20x24
50102 light grey  50x70 20x28
50103 light grey  60x63 24x25
50104 light grey  80x80 32x32 
 
50200 light grey  135x200 51x71
50201 light grey  140x200 55x71
50202 light grey  140x220 55x87
50203 light grey  150x210 59x83
50204 light grey  155x220 61x87

50205 light grey  200x200  71x71
50206 light grey  200x220 71x87
50207 light grey  220x220  87x87
50208 light grey  240x220 94x87
 

Item  Colour Size  Size
  cm inches

50100 white 40x80 16x32
50101 white 50x60  20x24
50102 white  50x70 20x28 
50103 white 60x63 24x25
50104 white  80x80 32x32 

50200 white  135x200 51x71
50201 white 140x200 55x71
50202 white  140x220  55x87
50203 white  150x210  59x83
50204 white  155x220  61x87

50205 white  200x200 71x71
50206 white 200x220 71x87
50207 white  220x220 87x87
50208 white 240x220 94x87

50100 light rose  40x80  16x32
50101 light rose  50x60  20x24
50102 light rose  50x70 20x28
50103 light rose  60x63 24x25
50104 light rose  80x80 32x32

50200 light rose   135x200 51x71
50201 light rose  140x200 55x71
50202 light rose  140x220  55x87
50203 light rose  150x210 59x83
50204 light rose  155x220 61x87

50205 light rose  200x200  71x71
50206 light rose  200x220  71x87
50207 light rose  220x220  87x87
50208 light rose  240x220  94x87 Part of our

ORGANIC
COLLECTION

The Bed and Bath Collections
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Elegance towels
100% organic cotton

Weight: 500 g/m2

Our Elegance towels are produced in Portugal in organic cotton. Elegance has a stylish expression finalized 
with a beautiful border. The towels have a strong ability to absorb water and dry up fast after use.

97001-beige
Size: 50x70 cm / 

20x28 inches

97002-beige
Size: 70x140 cm / 

28x55 inches

97001-grey
Size: 50x70 cm / 

20x28 inches

97002-grey
Size: 70x140 cm / 

28x55 inches

Waffle towels  
100% organic cotton

Weight: 380 g/m2 stone washed

Our Waffle towels are produced in Portugal in 100% organic cotton. They are stylish, lightweight and efficient. 
The large waffle-like surface area and unique weaved texture allow them to quickly absorb water and dry fast.

97030-white
Size: 50x70 cm / 20x28 inches

97031-white
Size: 70x140 cm / 28x55 inches

97030-light grey
Size: 50x70 cm / 20x28 inches

97031-light grey
Size: 70x140 cm / 28x55 inches

97030-taupe
Size: 50x70 cm / 20x28 inches

97031-taupe
Size: 70x140 cm / 28x55 inches

97030-marine
Size: 50x70 cm / 20x28 inches

97031-marine
Size: 70x140 cm / 28x55 inches

Part of our

ORGANIC
COLLECTION

The Bed and Bath Collections
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The Floor Runner and 
Seat Pad Collections

ELVANG’s floor runner and seat pad collections are  
a harmonious blend of elegance and functionality.
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Hazelnut floor runners
Jute & upcycled fibres

Size: 60x180 cm / 24x71 inches

50501-bottle green 50501-indigo blue50501-light rose50501-light grey

Walnut floor runners
Jute & upcycled fibres

Size: 60x150 cm / 24x59 inches

50500-rose 50500-camel50500-light green50500-ivory

Walnut & Hazelnut floor runners
Our Walnut & Hazelnut floor runners are handmade in Portugal and produced of 100% upcycled 

fibres / surpluses of the textile industry. The rugs are handmade in the North of Portugal within a family 
business using a traditional wooden loom. No electricity is involved - only pure muscles’ sparks! The rug 

is suitable as a bathmat, a kitchen rug or in any other room for cosiness and decoration.

Consistent with our responsible approach to production the rug is made of 100% textile waste from the textile 
industry. The rug being made from upcycled material means that the composition will vary between a mix 

of cotton, polyester and viscose always woven together with jute.

The Floor Runner Collections

Part of our

UPCYCLED
COLLECTION
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The Seat Pad Collection

Seat Pad
Recycled alpaca wool & sheep wool

Water resistant polyester backside with Thinsulate filling.
44x44 cm / 17x17 inches. Weight: app. 120 g

Our seat pad is the perfect active outdoor accessory. Bring it along when hiking, sailing and picnicking at 
outdoor concerts or as an accessory for your outdoor furniture. With its soft alpaca wool front side and 

water-resistant backside to keep you dry. The Thinsulate filling offers warmth and comfort.
 It is foldable for practical storage.

30001-grey
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Elvang Denmark A/S
4180 Sorø (Soroe)
Denmark

+45 3537 8989
info@elvangdenmark.dk

Please follow us at:
@elvangdenmark

elvangdenmark.dk



Responsible since 2003


